HPE Primera Storage Training Learning Path

Recommend minimum 3 days of training per person

**HPE Training Credits for Storage Services HF383A1/HF383E**
SKU = HF383A1 (flexible) or HF383E (fixed); Quantity = 3 units

**Audience:** HPE customers and prospective customers that are new to HPE Primera Storage
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**Additional recommended courses**

- **HN5B0S**
  - HPE InfoSight Analytics Professional
  - 2 days / 2 credits

- **HN5A3S**
  - HPE Storage: Containers and Automation
  - 2 days / 2 credits

- **H9P99S**
  - HPE Recovery Manager Central
  - 2 days / 2 credits

Learn more at [hpe.com/us/training/storage](http://hpe.com/us/training/storage)
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